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About This Content

Thanos was out of action for quite some time, but when the Annihilation Wave triggered his return, he wore these subtle robes
instead of his classic suit.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3-4160 @ 3.60GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 480, GTX 570, GTX 670, or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 59 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound Supported (DirectX® 9.0c or more)

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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A nice but old model. Please note it doesn't show p in quick drive.. Everytime I start improving or load improvement, I face a
terrible lag and my only solution is to press ALT + F4 and write this review.

- I tried to improve castle but the entire structure does not function properly with mouse & keyboard coordination.
Impossible to place blocks, zoom in & out, and whatever else we need to play this game normally.

I would recommend you wait a year or two until they improve the game before buying.. Dear Skot,
\tYour game \u201cAble Black: Sleepwalker\u201d is brilliant. The only time I was disappointed was when it ended. It had a
very unique interactive style which I found extremely likable. I thought the story was wonderful. I really don't have much to tell
you but about how great it was. I definitely would recommend this game and I will in in the future.

This game is great for those who like reading stories with thought provoking themes and simple but challenging puzzles.

The only "improvement" I can see is to lengthen the story. I want more!! Write more about Able Black's adventures, please!!
Thanks for the great game :)

. I think the creators had a great story in mind for this game, but they couldnt make that great story a great videogame. Memento
is a mediocre rpg maker title with cheap deaths, its storyline is boring as hell trying to be edgy\/spooky, and its characters doesnt
make any sense.

The saving system kinda sucks too because you cant replenish your lives with it and you're stuck having only 3 (being 5 the
maximum lives you can get)

There are a lot of better rpg maker games than this one in my opinion, I really wanted to like Memento because I love rpg maker
games in general, but this one is just boring.. When I saw that Mytheon was re-designed for steam, I was in awe. The hype is
real folks. Gem of a game for a low price!

Very unique take on the action RPG! Tell your friends about it and buy it!

. I didn't know I had this, Will upvote anyway cause SkS is a good weapon.. Is pop culture references enough to carry a game?

... eh... not really....

Check out the review.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZhMkCqi3bA
. For me, it is a fair game, but I would not recommend it to anyone else. It is a deeply strange game. I like that.

You play a god or alien overlord of a new planet. Your goal is to protect and nurture humans along their journey. It is card
driven. You draw four cards each round and have to play one. The cards have one time or continuous impact on the planet.

There are not many games like it, and I like that. Probably the closest comparable games are Reign or Fate of the World. Like
Reign, your first playthroughs you really don't know what the threats are and you will fail.

Why don't I recommend it?
First, it is clearly early access. Graphics are bad, UI is not very logical and there is not enough in-game information for a new
player. It will probably get better.
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Second, more disturbingly, I feel like I am playing a cult initiation tool. There are a ton of strange design choices that speak to
the developers' philosophy and if I scrutinize them too closely they give me the creeps. I think for most people that would be a
turn-off, but I actually find it kind of cool. The game evoked a response from me that most games don't.
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I really enjoy this game!
I've been waiting for the release of it for a long time and I'm not disappointed.
There are some minor flaws but nothing bad! The price of the game like this is a bit expensive.
I would wait for a reduction.
I recommend for those who like independent games, scary and dark ambient.. I wish I could give this software a 5-star review
for the amount of time it's saved me on creating tilesets.

Unfortunately half the non-core features are broken so at best I can give it 3. Worth it? Yes, overall.

I recommend this software if you already understand how to make a tileset and are looking to speed up the process.

I do not recommend this software if you're expecting it to just make the sets for you.. Beats Witcher 3, Beats Fallout 4, Beats
Half-Life 3, beats them all.. Simple (but not too easy) take on programming games at a reasonable price

This is an interesting twist on programming games (The first video on the store page is actually a good example of gameplay) .
You start with a cube (representing a hacking probe) that can move around a series of rooms like a maze (representing some sort
of cyberspace architecture). You need to get the cube to move various locations in the maze (representing data file locations) to
complete each level. However all movement is pre-programmed, and you have a limited way to get the cube to do what you
want.

You write programs by putting "nodes" of one of five commands together (move Left, RIght, Up, Down, and wait), and setting
up different colored tiles within the maze. These colored tiles are branch points for your program, and how you get the cubes to
change direction. For example, "move left until land on blue tile, then move down".

There are about 45 levels and the difficulty varies. It takes anywhere from a few minutes to solve most levels to a handful that
I've had to put aside for a few days cause I just wasn't seeing how to solve it. Since you're not limited by the length of programs,
you can "brute-force" levels by having lots of nodes and colored tiles (but where's the fun in that?)

I should mention that chapter 2 level 6 is a bad idea by the design team IMHO. There are slight changes that they could have
made to keep the challenge of the level without having the layout looking like a "good luck cross" (google "fylfot" or play the
game if you don't know what I'm talking about). I understand the various historical and non-offensive usages of this particular
symbol (various religions, Finnish Air Force, etc) but I still think there there are enough people that might be offended that the
designers will lose potential sales by having this level in the game. Again, there is no reason to have a something controversial in
such a good game.

When you solve a level, you get between 1 and 3 "multipasses" depending on how well written your code is. So one challenge
after you solve a level is to optimize your solution. Also the January update added a global stats board that tells you how well
you did compared with everyone else.

There is a level editor and community mazes (I have yet to try these), so you're not going to run out of challenges. As far as I can
tell, this game does not do Steam Sync, which is annoying (but alright for the relatively cheap price).

The graphics are on the flashy side for a programming game, but still very functional. There's something very pleasing about
seeing the cube move through the maze. I'd recommend turning off the bloom effects and the TV-screen effect. Each chapter of
the game starts with a brief graphic-novel narration setting up the backstory.

Overall this game is an 8\/10 (10\/10 if the designers change Chapter 2, level 6). Ten bucks is maybe pushing the price to value
ratio, but if you find it at even a slight discount then I'd definitely get it. 45 levels multiplied by about 5 minutes per level, plus
community levels and you can figure out how much game value you are getting.. Very good little game, and cheap ! The music
should be turn-off able...oh wait...I've said this at the devs..."Will be done in the next update".

Nothing else to say ! Good speed bros !. Got it as a part of a bundle and even though normally I don't leave reviews I decided
that it's my civic duty to warn people about this title:

- AI is horrible.
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- Bugs everywhere and could be at best considered an early access alpha version by modern standards.
- Being old is not an excuse - I grew up with games since 90-ies and there are countless numbers of good old games, there are
also many mediocre and many really bad games, which you can still play and enjoy at least a little bit for one reason or another,
and then there's this unfinished business... Calling it bad is actually giving it some praise.

Do yourselves a favour - don't buy it. If you got it for free - get something else for free instead and gift it to some one you hate..
A wonderful modern re-imagining of the classic brick busting game that started with Arkanoid, Shatter adds lush graphics, new
game mechanics and a campaign mode with imaginative boss battles that firmly brings the genre into the 21st century.

There are plenty of similar clones out there, but Shatter does it with style. With an award-winning soundtrack that perfectly
complements the game (I loved it so much I bought the album), and you're on to a winner.

Verdict: Cheap buy, great casual gaming, to perfect music.. Awesome game, its a little different from second part but I do like
it. Why doesn't Wang Yuanji have a costume?. Very good for begginers and pros, only downside is that there a not a lot of
tutorials on the web.
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